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Challenge: Can we peer deeper into the Universe
than the Hubble Ultra Deep Field
before the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope?

HUDF
ACS (optical) = 416 orbits
WFC3 (IR) = 163 orbits
=579 orbits of HST

Hubble Deep Fields Initiative
science working group:
use Hubble +
nature’s telescopes x 6
(strong lensing clusters)
Go intrinsically deeper than HUDF
Go wider than HUDF+parallels

6 Lensed Fields +
6 parallel “Blank Fields”
= New Parameter Space

James Bullock (Chair, UCI), Mark Dickinson (NOAO), Steve Finkelstein (UT), Adriano Fontana ( INAF, Rome),
Ann Hornschemier Cardiﬀ (GSFC), Jennifer Lotz (STScI), Priya Natarajan (Yale), Alexandra Pope (UMass),
Brant Robertson (Arizona), Brian Siana (UC-Riverside), Jason Tumlinson (STScI), Michael Wood-Vasey (U Pitt)

Brammer, VLT/Hawk-I K

6 strong-lensing clusters
+ 6 adjacent parallel fields
140 HST DD orbits per pointing
Blank Field

ACS/ WFC3-IR in parallel

29th ABmag in 7 bands

~

2 clusters per year x 3 years
→

840 total orbits

1000 hours Spitzer DD time for
~26.5 ABmag in IRAC 3.6, 4.5 μm
Cluster
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/campaigns/frontier-fields/

Frontier Fields will also observe 6 fields in parallel with the clusters,
the second deepest observations of ‘blank’ fields ever obtained.

Simultaneous images are taken with Hubble’s infrared camera WFC3/IR
and the optical camera ACS; cameras will swap positions ~6 months later.

Deep observations of the Frontier Fields will:

• probe galaxies 10-20x intrinsically fainter than any seen before,
particularly those before and during reionization

• study the early formation histories of galaxies intrinsically
faint enough to be the early progenitors of the Milky Way

• study highly-magnified high-z galaxies in detail: structures,

colors, sizes and provide targets for spectroscopic followup

• provide a statistical picture of galaxy formation at early times

Average Star Formation Histories From Z=0-8
Behroozi et al 2013
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Figure 2. Three images of MACS0647-JD as observed in various filters with HST. The leftmost panels show the summed 11 hr (17-orbit) exposures obtained in eight
filters spanning 0.4–0.9 µm with the Advanced Camera for Surveys. The five middle columns show observations with the Wide Field Camera 3 IR channel in F105W,
F110W, F125W, F140W, and F160W, all shown with the same linear scale in electrons per second. The F125W images were obtained at a single roll angle, and a
small region near JD2 was affected by persistence due to a moderately bright star in our parallel observations immediately prior (see also Figure 4). The right panels
zoom in by a factor of 2 to show F110W+F140W+F160W color images scaled linearly between 0 and 0.1 µJy.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Coe et al. 2013 - CLASH /
MACS0647.7+7015

Table 2
Seventeen Clusters Searched in This Work
High Magnification?a

Y
Y

Y

Y

Clusterb

Redshift

Abell 383 (0248.1−0331)
Abell 611 (0800.9+3603)
Abell 2261 (1722.5+3207)
MACSJ0329.7−0211
MACSJ0647.8+7015
MACSJ0717.5+3745
MACSJ0744.9+3927
MACSJ1115.9+0129
MACSJ1149.6+2223
MACSJ1206.2−0847
MACSJ1720.3+3536
MACSJ1931.8−2635
MACSJ2129.4−0741
MS2137.3−2353
RXJ1347.5−1145
RXJ1532.9+3021
RXJ2129.7+0005

0.187
0.288
0.244
0.450
0.591
0.548
0.686
0.355
0.544
0.439
0.387
0.352
0.570
0.313
0.451
0.363
0.234

detection threshold. We set this threshold equal to the rms measured locally near each object. Isophotal fluxes (and magnitudes)
are measured within these isophotal apertures. SExtractor derives flux uncertainties by adding in quadrature the background
rms derived from our inverse variance maps and the Poisson
uncertainty from the object flux.
Since our images are drizzled to a 0."" 065 pixel scale, which
is 2–3 times smaller than the WFC3 point-spread function
(PSF), the resulting images contain significant correlated noise.
The weight maps produced by drizzle represent the expected
variance in the absence of correlated noise. To account for
the correlated noise, one may apply a correction factor as in
Casertano et al. (2000).
Previous authors have
noted
that SExtractor
tends
to formation
unFig.also
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Claimed
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Luminosity
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of theThe
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the folpoint).
at 10.5
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of correlated
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noise.
maximum likelihood 68% confidence regions on a linear trend in the luminosity density with redshift from z ∼ 8 are shown with (m
SExtractor has the ability to measure the local background
and without (dark gray) the z ∼ 12 object. The luminosity density computation is described in Section 3. Associated star formation
within a rectangular annulus (default width 24 pixels) around
axis) wereacalculated
the size,
conversion of Madau et al. (1998).
each object. We constructed
rectangle ofusing
the same
but rather than calculate the rms of the individual pixels, we
obtained samples of the background flux within this region
using the isophotal aperture shifted to new positions. In other
words, we moved the isophotal aperture to every position
within this rectangle, sampling the flux at each position. We
discarded measurements for which the aperture includes part of
any object, as we are interested in measuring the background
flux. Finally, we measured the rms of these measurements and
added in quadrature the object’s Poisson uncertainty to obtain

when did the lights
come on?

how many galaxies
in first few hundred Myrs?

Notes.
a CLASH clusters were selected based on either X-ray or strong
lensing properties. The latter “high magnification” clusters are
marked with Y’s here. For details, see Postman et al. (2012).
b RA and decl. (J2000) are given in parentheses for the Abell clusters,
encoded as they are in the names of the other clusters.

3. PHOTOMETRY
3.1. HST Photometry
3.1.1. Photometric Analysis

Ellis et al. 2013

HST Frontier Fields: Science
Hubble Deep Fields Initiative 2012 – Science Working Group Report

H(obs) > 26.5

Figure 2: Dual power of cluster telescopes plus blank fields: The black solid line (corresponding to

-lensed
galaxies
behind
will reach
intrinsicUVdepths
fewfunction
mags deeper
thanat HUDF2012
the left vertical
axis)
showscluster
the underlying
cumulative
luminosity
we assume
z=7 (left)
-parallel
fields
willbased
reachonintrinsic
depths
~ 0.5 mag
shallowerevolve
than with
HUDF2012,
and z=10
(right),
Schechter
parameters
that smoothly
redshift in a manner
but
similarwith
to HUDF-parallels.
consistent
recent measurements at 4 < z < 8 (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2012). The dashed red
histogram gives counts per magnitude for blank fields (right vertical axis), which cut off at the “blank field
horizon”
for six WFC3
areas integrated
down
to an
AB = 29 ap.
(the )right axis minimum is set so
(HUDF2012:
Y~30.0;
H~29.5 AB
mag
5σexample
0.5” diameter
that the dashed red line tracks the solid black line at the bright end). The solid red histogram shows
the expected counts per magnitude for six lensed fields to the same depth, as determined from

+ deep and high-spatial resolution studies of z~1-4 galaxies,
(UV escape fraction, sub-kpc structures and star-formation)
+ map out cluster dark matter, substructure
+ study cluster galaxies, dwarfs, intracluster light in clusters
+ use 100s of multiple images as probe of distance, DE
+ search for (lensed) SN, transients in distant universe
+ give parallaxes of Milky Way stars
+ search for asteroids in solar system
+ ???
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HST Frontier Fields: Clusters
Initial list of ~16 clusters provided by HDFI SWG based solely on lensing properties;
additional suggestions and feedback solicited from the community

Selection Criteria
- Strongest Lensers (# z~10 galaxies magnified to H=27 within WFC3/IR FOV)
based on lensing models by Johan Richard, Adi Zitrin, analyzed by Dan Coe
- Observable with HST, Spitzer, JWST
checked HST guide star availability, ~30 day position angle hold,
Spitzer bright stars/schedule,
checked against JWST proto-type scheduler
- Low zodiacal background and Galactic extinction
- Blank field locations selected avoid bright stars, cluster structures
- Observable with ALMA, Mauna Kea
- Existing ancillary data
(shallow HST, MIPS 24 micron, Herschel, IRAC, Chandra, SZ .. )
- Suitability for deep radio observations

HST Frontier Fields
Abell 2744

MACSJ0416.1-2403

MACSJ0717.5+3745

MACSJ1149.5+2223.

Abell370

Abell S1063

HST Frontier Fields: Clusters

5/6 clusters observable from Maunakea; 5/6 cluster observable with ALMA

Frontier Fields Schedule

first HST epochs for Abell 2744, MACS0416 complete
Spitzer observations of Abell 2744 complete
decision on Cycle 23 observations expected in Dec. 2014

Frontier Fields: HST Observations
ACS - WFC3/IR in parallel; do 180-degree swap ~6 months later
Imaging in 7 bands to AB~28.7 (5σ point source, 0.4” diameter ap),
140 orbits per field 840 orbits for 6 fields

ACS: (70 orbits per position)
F435W: 18 orbits, 28.8 ABmag
F606W: 10
28.8
F814W: 42
29.1
WFC3/IR: (70 orbits per position)
F105W: 24 orbits, 28.9 ABmag
F125W: 12
28.6
F140W: 10
28.6
F160W: 24
28.7
deep multi-band imaging needed to identify z~3-12 galaxies via Lyman break

Spitzer Frontier Fields

Spitzer is dedicating >900 hrs of DD time
deep IRAC imaging at 3.6, 4.5 μm to ~26.5 ABmag depths
(1st four clusters this year; last 2 TBD)
Spitzer crucial for confirming the distant galaxies,
N. Laporte
et al.: Themasses
first Frontier Fields
4.5µm excess
in a z ⇠8 galaxy candidate in Abell 2744
measuring their total
stellar
(orcluster:
emission
lines)
Stacked
optical

F435W

F606W

F814W

F105W

F125W

F140W

F160W

3.6µm

Laporte et 2014

4.5µm

Fig. 1. Postage stamps of the Y105 -dropout discussed in this letter. The size of each HST stamp is 2”x2” ( 7”x7” for the IRAC channels) and t
position of the target is displayed by a red circle of 0.4” (ACS and WFC3) and 1.4” (IRAC) radius. We show also the mean stacked optical ima
computed using the 3 ACS bands.

Raw data are currently available in IRSA
Science products will be available by end of Jan
Table 2. Photometry of the z ⇠8 galaxy candidate

Filter
F105W
F125W
F140W
F160W
3.6µm
4.5µm
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/warmmission/scheduling/approvedprograms/ddt/frontier/
Abell2744_Y1

27.50
±0.08

26.32
±0.04

26.26
±0.03

26.25
±0.04

>25.48a

25.16
±0.16

http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/Frontier/
Notes. Informations given in this table : Kron-like aperture corrected
photometry . Error bars are computed using noise measured in empty
apertures around the object.
a
3 limit at the position of our candidate

Chandra Frontier Fields
MACS0717.5+3745
C. Jones-Forman

archival Chandra data available for all of Frontier Fields;
Chandra FOV encompasses both cluster + parallel fields
addtional ACIS imaging being obtained for
MACS0416, MACS0717, and MACS1149
GO: C. Jones-Forman Large Chandra program
http://cxc.harvard.edu/target_lists/large_projectsallproposalsLP.html#15800858

& GTO: S. Murray
new observations began this fall; ~200+ ks depths

MACS0416.1-2403
S. Murray

Frontier Fields Lensing Maps

lensing models are key to interpreting luminosities of background galaxies
5 groups have made preliminary magnification maps for FF before 1st observations
100s of arcs expected in FF data

tighter constraints on lensing models

http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/frontier/lensmodels/

http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/frontier/lensmodels/

http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/frontier/lensmodels/

HST Data Release and Products

HST Data Release and Products
v1.0 WFC3/IR F105W variable sky correction

HST Data Release and Products
v1.0 ACS images -- bias destriping,
“self-calibration” to capture CTE in darks

no self-calibration

self-calibration

Abell 2744 - HST Epoch 1 completed November 2013

Cluster

Parallel ‘Blank’ Field

Abell 2744 - HST Epoch 1 completed November 2013

Cluster

Parallel ‘Blank’ Field

Abell 2744
Cluster

Abell 2744
Cluster

Abell 2744
Cluster

Abell 2744
Cluster

wavelet decomposition -subtract large-scale “foreground” (cluster + ICL)
+ identify small-scale structures

cluster dwarfs/GC? -13 mag
lensed galaxies?

Abell 2744
Cluster

a model of the cluster’s ‘optics’ gives us the magnification power
model credit: J. Richard, CATS team

Abell 2744
Cluster

a model of the cluster’s ‘optics’ gives us the magnification power
model credit: J. Richard, CATS team

background galaxies are magnified by factors up to ~10-100,
providing the deepest yet view of the universe

Abell 2744 + parallel field are very very deep

5σ, 0.4” diameter aperture + aperture corrections:
ACS (HFF + Siana GO) >~ 29th ABmag
WFC3/IR (HFF + Rodney) >~28.7 ABmag (observed)

Deepest view yet into the distant universe:

HUDF12

WFC3/IR (HFF + Rodney) >~28.7 ABmag (observed)
x magnification from Abell 2744 ( <1.8>, up to 80x magnification)
Frontier Fields reaches intrinsic depths ~31-32 magnitudes

HUDF12

Frontier

a legacy for the community

All raw HST + Spitzer data will be public as soon as possible.
STScI is releasing calibrated + drizzled images on ~ weekly basis.
SSC will provide calibrated, reduced IRAC images.
Lensing maps by multiple group/methods available at MAST
10 HST programs related to FF selected in HST Cycle 21 TAC
Rodney: SN followup; Siana: WFC3/UV; Treu: WFC3/IR grism + 7 archival
HST Cycle 22 proposals due April 11 2014
5/6 fields observable with ALMA, 5/6 observable with Mauna Kea,
deep Chandra observations underway, deep VLA planned
all Frontier Fields observable with JWST and selected for low IR background
www.stsci.edu/hst/campaigns/frontier-fields
contact: frontierfields@stsci.edu

MACS0416.1-2403

MACS0416.1-2403

z~1, radius ~1.5 arcsec
μ= 15.4-19.1
~ 60 pc resoln

self cal slides

The$Idea$behind$Self.Cal$

Photons'from''
the'sky'

• Two$contribu6ons$to$the$value$of$each$pixel:$
– Photons'from'sky'(SCENE)'
– Photons'from'below'(DARK)'

• Goal:$$measure$the$SCENE$

– Must'remove/idenAfy'arAfacts'
– Typical'procedure:'

• IdenAfy'arAfacts'(always'changing)'
• Subtract'reference'dark'(imperfect;'diﬀerent'bkgd)'
• SigmaKclipKaverage'remaining'arAfacts'away'(imperfect)''

• “Limited”$self.cal$

Dark'current'
electrons'

– Use'exposures'themselves'to'solve'for'dark,'ID'bad'pixels'

• WellKconstrained:''N'images'to'solve'for'2'images'(scene'+'dark)'

– Not'a'formal'selfKcal''

• Formal'includes'solving'for'ﬂat'
• Here,'just'the'dark'

WP'on'no'bkgd' WP'on'mod'bkgd'
(lg'CTE'correcAon)'

(mod'CTE'correcAon)'

MisKcorrected'WP'

Frontier Fields HST Data Pipeline

Fron%er'Fields'Pipeline'Review '

20 Sep 2013

''
Delta Dark

Over-sub
Trails,
Hot pix

Warm
pixels

IMPROVEMENT:
20% pix ± 10 e6% pix ± 5 e-

